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but you can only download.Q: Unable to get a relative
path from a Network share I have an application that
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is currently in development. A portion of this is to
move some of our existing data into new database
tables for our new database schema. I have the
existing data there in a folder on our network share.
Trying to access this file from my app I use System.IO.
Path.Combine("\\MyServerName\\Scripts\AppData\Dat
a\Current") However whenever I do so I get
"System.ArgumentOutOfRangeException: File not
found:
\\MyServerName\Scripts\AppData\Data\Current'. It is
obvious to me that the computer name has changed
to :\MyServerName and the path is not longer valid.
Yet because I can see the file when I navigate to the
network share it means to me that there is no problem
with the path. As a test to see if the problem is
from.NET I created a class with a simple function that
runs the same code as the standard System.IO.Path.C
ombine("\\MyServerName\\Scripts\AppData\Data\Curre
nt") and then returns the path. The function returns
my expected full path. In addition to this I have tried
loading the existing folder as a resource in the project.
While doing this I also tried setting the "Copy to
Output Directory" to "Copy Always" and "Copy if
Newer" with no luck. Yet the path is never the same as
the one that I see when I go the network share. What
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can I try next? Any suggestions
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on Fire Collection by Rosemary and Sage. Includes
Rosemary,Bethany and Gabrielle, who is stuck in the
days of magic. When she gets a second chance to live
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in the present, she meets Sage. Can she have a love
match among 3 amateurs? Pages Get All These
Freebies Free! Total Pageviews About Me Hi, I'm
Giselle. I live in Australia and love anything to do with
books. I also enjoy scrapbooking and love anything
crafty. Follow my blog and get your hands on some
freebies. xoxo. I am a fan of House of Cards and also a
big Game of Thrones fan. xoxo Advertising If you have
an interest in advertising with Giselle's Crazy About
Books. I am open for offers.Q: How to configure the
filename when saving all files of a Google Drive with
python? I want to save all files in a folder of Google
Drive, but it's always save only one file. How can i
change the filename when save all the files? This is
my code: from google.cloud import drive client =
drive.Client() files = client.children().list_files() for item
in files: if item.kind == 'file':
drive.create_file(['myfile'], item) #save_file("myfile",
item.get('title'), item.get('mimeType'), "myinfo") A:
This is my code (it's a modified version of Google's
python library for Drive): from google.cloud import
drive client = drive.Client() files =
client.children().list_files() files.data.save('.',
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